As a leader in the Aerospace and Defence fastener distribution industry, our customers have come to depend on us as a proven source, known for exceptional quality and delivery, for all their fasteners and related components. Here are just some of our awards and approvals.

**VENDOR MATRIX**
TR operates a unique vendor matrix for all Aerospace and Defence customers. All vendors who make it onto the matrix have been assessed and passed a suitability study to meet the industry requirements, TR’s systems will not allow any parts to be ordered with vendors who are not on this matrix for supply into the Aerospace and Defence sector.

**VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY**
Getting high-volume, low-cost components from the supplier to the production line involves administration. This can add considerably to the total in-place cost of the parts. Our logistical supply systems can practically eliminate these administration processes and reduce the customers overall costs.

**MATERIAL & COATINGS**
We supply a vast range of products with specialist materials and finishes required by the defence industry, for example Super Duplex for strength and corrosion resistance, CAD plating and zinc & green (khaki) for camouflage.

**SPECIAL MANUFACTURE**
Our own factories in Asia and Europe produce over 6 billion components a year, many of which are specific to customer drawing. In addition, our strategic partnerships with other world-class manufacturers allows us to offer a wide range of special parts for the Aerospace and Defence industry.

**JOSCAR**
JOSCAR is an accreditation system for the aerospace, defence and security sectors. The system was established following an initiative led by ADS Group and includes a growing number of prime contractors as registered buyers.

Membership number: JSAR01001338
# TR AEROSPACE & DEFENCE

## QUALITY & INSPECTION

We have state of the art quality & inspection facilities including: optical sorting machines, ductility testing equipment, torsional strength testers, Vickers hardness tester and x-ray plating thickness test equipment.

## SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

We have fully trained staff working within the sales team to ensure all specification requirements are understood and parts are supplied with all required paperwork. All the necessary paperwork is then retained to our customers required time frame.

## CERTIFICATION

NAS/MS/BSA/SP/AGS parts of Aerospace industry. Full lot traceability, full QA documentation such as FAI/ISIR’s, material certificates and manufacturing certificates including Independent inspection to BS EN 10204 3.2.

## SC21

TR supplies into many of the 19 prime companies listed on the SC21 (21st Century Supply Chains). Achieving supply chain improvement is critical to the continued competitiveness of the UK Aerospace and Defence industry.

---

**www.trfastenings.com**

Our global website is designed to be the ultimate go-to resource for engineers, designers and buyers.

- Over 50,000 products
- 2D/3D fastener models
- Animated installation guides
- Tooling requirements and technical information
- Detailed performance data
- Material and finish specifications
- Fastener standards and comparison tables

**www.trfastenings.com**